
The best d20 character management application 
is still  F R E E !

Download PCGen
http://pcgen.sourceforge.net/

http://groups.yahoo.com/group/pcgen   

Output your creation to PDF

Or HTML

Or preview  
within PCGen

2005 Gold ENnie winner for 
‘Best Electronic Product’.

2003 ENnie nominee for  
‘Best Resource Fan Site’.   

Features:
Support for a variety of stat generation 
methods, plug in your own hand rolled scores, 
use a customizable point-buy system or have 
PCGen roll them up for you using one of a 
number of die rolling methods.

Support for house rules. PCGen enforces the rules of 
the game when ever possible but provides options for 
house rules such as by-passing prerequisites, exceeding 
maximum skill ranks, adding languages after 1st level, 
and more.

Default Monster Generation. Creating a 
monster with the same stats as listed in the 
source can now be done in as few as three 
clicks of a mouse right down to it’s weapons, 
armor, prepared spells and other equipment.

Create custom equipment. The rules provide 
a wide assortment of magical abilities which 
can be applied to weapons, armor and other 
equipment. PCGen allows for the creation 
of such items and tallies the cost of whatever 
combination of powers you can dream up. Potions, 
Wands and more can be made from any qualifying 
spell loaded.

The ability to create and maintain several separate 
equipment lists allows one to create specific equipment sets representing 
what your character has with him in a given situation. Create one set 

for dungeon exploration, another  for wilderness 
travel and another for strolling through town.

PCGen supports output to HTML, plain text and 
PDF file formats. Many styles are available, in 
addition to standard character sheets we have 

stat block style sheets, equipment 
sheets and spell list sheets.

Temporary bonuses can be applied to your 
character representing a variety of conditions 
such as rage, fighting defensively, fatigue, ability 

damage, effects from an assortment of spells and 
class abilities.

Use PCGen at the game table, a full featured initiative 
tracker allows you to track PCGen created characters, npcs 
and monsters in combat. Tracks initiative, hit points, 
spell durations. Provides easy access to character stats 
through an abbreviated stat block right in the initiative 
tab. A variety of rolls can be made right in the initiative 

tab including saving throws, to hit 
and damage rolls, skill checks and 
ability checks. You could run an 

entire encounter 
without rolling 
any real dice.

The PCGen Team would like to thank the publishers 
that have granted PCGen permissions to distribute 
datasets based upon their products. 

The PCGen Team is always looking for new members to help 
make PCGen even better than it already is so if would like 
to be part of something special, drop by and join the team.

The PCGen team is proud to announce the newest version of its award winning character generation software; PCGen 5.16.1
PCGen is a Java-based RPG character generator and maintenance program that works on most personal computers. Supports scores 
of d20 games and settings from over a dozen publishers. Produces numerous customized character sheets in HTML and PDF format.


